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SHRI SAIRAM  
Chapati making machine 
Khakhra making machine 
Pouch Packing Machinery  
Address: 47, KHATRINAGAR, ROAD NO.1, NEAR POLICE STATION, UDHNA UDHYOGNAGAR          
SURAT. 394210.  
 E-mail id:shrisairampac11@yahoo.inshrisairampac@gmail.com 
 E-mail id:chapatimaking@yahoo.com 

Website:www.shrisairam.in 
Website:www.chapatimakingmachines.com 
Mobile :08488832999 ,   09173967396    
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 SUBJECT:QUOTATION FOR MACHINES  

Sir/Madam 
 
Kindly find our best quotation for machines as per your requirement. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5_RbcP6f 
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Price: Flour ball making Machine 
 

Price:     Air compressor (China) 
              
1HP motor per hour 2500 to 3000 pieces.speed Adjstament 
                                          Flour Kneading Machine  two model 

 



 
 
 

                         

              



                  
Automatic Chapatti making machine 
 
We have developed Automatic Chapatti making machine with new innovative 
designing approach. It designed entire machine from scratch and made it with 
superior grade material. It is very much Compaq in size hence uses very less 
space compared to other chapatti making machines. It uses precision motor and 
gearbox and rotary indexing mechanism which delivers high production of 
chapatti. Due to its innovative insulation and other heating component, it 
consumes very less electricity compared to other chapatti making machines. 



Technical Specification 
 
Type                                     RM10 
Capacity                              1000 nos./hr 
Weight of chapatti            25 to 45 grams 
Thickness of chapatti       1.5 to 2.5 mm 
Size of chapatti                  4.5” to 6.5” 
LPG consumption              1.25 to 1.75 kg/hr 
LPG Pressure                       5 to 7 P.S.I 
Elec. Consumption             2 kw/hr 
Weight                                  350 kg approx 
Overall dimension (mm)  1350*1800*1450 
 
 
Advantages:   

1. 25% less LPG gas consumption compared to manual chapatti making machine. 
2. Highly economical Production due to huge saving on man power requirement, 

electricity and gas consumption compared to manual chapatti making machine. 
3. Negligible noise and vibration compared to other chapatti making machine. 
4. Better body insulation to reduce outer body temperature and overall heat loss. 
5.     “U” type button sensor is used for precision and repeatability. 
6. Control panel with PID based temperature controller and SSR for precise temperature. 
7. Teflon coated roasting plate. 
8. Newly designed energy efficient heater with toggle switch for heater on/off. 
9. Machine structure and covers are made from S.S to avoid rusting. 
10.  Easily openable and convenient body cover. 
11.  Very Compaq in size requires less space. 
12.  Superior quality gear box for maintenance and repair free operation. 
13.  Heavy duty and robust mechanical structure. 
14.  Easily to operate and high performance capability. 

  
NOTE:Travelling, lodging and boarding will be charged extra. 

TERMS & CONDITION 
1) Taxes as per applicable will be charged extra. 
2) Transportation at actual by you 
3)Packing and Forwarding 2.5% extra. (8000/ Rs to 10,000/ Rs Appro) 
4)Travelling, lodging and boarding will be charged extra. 
5) These prices are valid for 30 days only. 
6) Advance 60% against confirmed purchase order, 40% against delivery from 
our side. 
7) Warranty of the machine is six months. 
Delivery30/40 days after the receipt of confirmed P.O. with advance amount 
7) Subject to Surat Jurisdiction only. 



8) Goods once sold will not be taken back. 

We are looking forward for your confirmed and valued order. Thanking you and 
assuring you of our best service at all times. 
 
For SHRI SAIRAM. 
 
 

AIRONI SATYAM 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 


